Lodore Falls Hotel & Spa Showcases Contemporary Design Following £10m
Redevelopment

Luxury Lake District Hotel Now Boasts New State-Of-The-Art Destination Spa & Luxury
Spa Suites
November 2018...// Nestled in the heart of the Lake District’s beautiful Borrowdale
valley, Lodore Falls Hotel & Spa is excited to share the luxury design details of its
multi-million-pound redevelopment, including a new state-of-the-art spa and 18
new Spa Suites. The 87-bedroom hotel received a full ground-floor refurbishment in
2017 and in April 2018 opened a pan-Asian restaurant, Mizu. The final phase of the
redevelopment was completed this autumn with the much-anticipated opening of
the new destination spa and accompanying spa suites in November 2018.
The new Falls Spa has been designed with guests’ comfort and relaxation in mind,
featuring Scandi-inspired décor, bespoke designer furniture, luxury bathrooms and
cosy seating areas. The purpose, style and mood of the spa according to each room’s
function have been carefully considered. Furnishings and light fixtures by Tom
Dixon and Moooi help blend streamlined Scandinavian style and British countryside
sophistication.
The overall ambience of the spa’s Champagne Bar is a moody, Scandinavian revival,
reflected through its elegant light fixtures exclusively designed by George
Cawardine for Anglepoise, Chen Bikovski for Compagnie and Terence Woodgate.
The upholstery is all bespoke leather and fabric sourced from Skai, Warwick,
Osborne and Little and Casamance. Soft furnishings have been meticulously chosen
to entice spa goers to truly relax into their depths, leaving behind the stresses and
strains of everyday life.
Guests are welcomed into the spa reception by stylish upholstered furniture,
designed by Tom Dixon and Graham and Green, boasting custom-made velvets,
tweeds and dobby weaves, showcasing the best of elegant British design. Guests feel
the harnessing power of nature as the earthy hues of the spa bring the outside in.
The Khaki/Aqua/Chartreuse colour pallete is intended to compliment the
environment whilst remaining fresh and contemporary.

The spa’s Relaxation Room bridges the gap between interior and exterior through its
floor to ceiling windows that fill the room with natural light and offer guests breathtaking panoramic views over the stunning fells, forest and lake. This room is
designed to be more soothing and restful, with Anthracite panelling, Faux Shagreen
ceiling and grey carpet, lifted by gleaming copper wall lights and plush loungers.
The Relaxation Room loungers are bespoke for the spa, upholstered in Osborne and
Little Velvet, complete with a custom-made cushion in reversible fabric from Zinc
Textiles
The treatment rooms complete the Scandinavian revival and Nordic retreat feel.
Taking great inspiration from the beautiful surrounding nature and the hotel’s
gorgeous grounds, the outdoors seamlessly blend with the spa interior. The Falls Spa
is a natural haven where water inspires the fluidity of the spa design and treatments;
from the soothing rhythm of the Lodore Falls waterfall, to the reflective tranquillity
of Derwentwater. The walls and floor have a modern, functional take on lime
washed wooden planks and Faux Shagreen ceiling to associate with the Relaxation
Room. The treatment rooms feature ambient lights designed by renowned designer
Moooi, with adjustable settings to tailor the mood of the room with the treatment
being offered.
After a dip in the infinity-edge vitality pool guests can make their way to their
luxurious room, choosing from 18 brand new spa suites, allowing guests to
maximise their time at The Falls Spa. Guests booking into the new Spa Suites enjoy
complimentary access to The Falls Spa, while all other hotel guests can visit the spa
for £25 for a four-hour experience. Most suites boast spacious balconies and
panoramic views of the lake or surrounding forests. All suites are Scandi-inspired in
their aesthetic and are fitted with modern, high quality amenities meaning that
guests can settle down in a comfortable chair while reading a book or watching the
large flat screen TV. When it comes to bed time, guests can look forward to a restful
night’s sleep between crisp white sheets on luxurious Sealy beds.
Room schemes are paired back, with textured wallpaper, whitewashed oak and teak
cladding, while pops of colour in fabrics, carpets and abstract prints sourced from
King & McGaw bring the rooms to life. Several of the bespoke upholstered sofas are
fun redesigns of chaise lounge sofas, paired with cushions from Romo, Osborne and
Little and Rubelli.
This historic property is filled with understated yet luxurious touches such as muted
tones of leather, tweed and rich velvets and a strong focus on modern design and
high quality finish. Designed through a contemporary lens, these new design details
blend seamlessly with the property’s traditional elements and offer guests an
unforgettable stay in a luxurious and stylish hotel.
Stays at Lodore Falls Hotel & Spa start from £190 on a bed & breakfast basis based on two
people sharing a standard room. The new Spa Suites start from £460 a night on a bed &
breakfast basis based on two people sharing. For hotel reservations and more information

please visit www.lakedistricthotels.net/lodorefalls/email reservations@lakedistricthotels.net or
call 0800 840 1246. For spa reservations please contact 017687 87704.
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